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The prices of the wood differ according to the abundance of trees and end quality youâ€™d get.

Hardwood
flooring comes
with quality and
gives your home
a touch of class
and warmth. Here
are top reasons
to give the

positive aspects to incorporate this to your home or workplace.
(Newswire.net -- November 1, 2018) -- Imagine walking into an interior that has hardwood floors. You’d first watch your
steps as they look so pristinely beautiful. The hardwood floors have become immensely popular for interior designing
and for all good reasons. Apart from the natural beauty and durability, these are easy to install and let you learn
carpentry without dirtying your hands!

Top Reasons to Choose Hardwood Flooring
If you have lesser ideas on why hardwood can be the best choice for a new home or office, check out the points below:
1.

Versatile

You can literally take hardwood flooring anywhere. It is a great choice for living areas, dens, kitchens, and so on.
Offices now love to choose lovely wooden tones that are perfect for Instagramming your new shoes! These are even
engineered wooden flooring for basements and bathrooms, as these are water resistant too. Isn't it already time to get
in touch with the wood flooring contractors and check out the options for your home? Keep reading ahead to know
more!
2.

Can bear it all

The hardwood floors can take up heavy flooring, so be it foot traffic or kid’s toys, you don’t need to worry. You can even
have pets and protect the wood with sealers and protective coats. You simply need little maintenance and that saves
you from sweeping and swabbing every day. Hardwood floors look anew for years and take years to wear off.
3.

Quick maintenance

If you’re absolutely tired of sweeping the floors every day, you must consider choosing a hardwood floor. It needs mild
cleaners that are sold exclusively for such floors. You can vacuum out the dust and find the floors as good as new all
the time.
4.

Easy touchups

Hardwood is easily refinished and lasts until 5-7 times before a replacement. The lifespan can expand to around 100
years if you can maintain it well. Some well-engineered floors might need one refinishing and last for ages. If you tally
the amount of money you'd spent on the hardwood, you’d realize that it gives back the value with time. Every other
type of flooring needs replacement within 5-10 years, but wood lasts much longer.
5.

Doesn’t attract allergens

It is tough to find carpet flooring without allergens. These are one of the leading triggers of asthma and allergies.
Hardwood doesn’t trap dust or allergens or make breathing tough like the other options. You can easily clean these
floors and even remove them for deep cleaning. For special occasions, you can uninstall the pieces, clean it thoroughly

and place them back.
Hardwood flooring comes with quality and gives your home a touch of class and warmth. The top reasons give you all
the positive aspects to incorporate this to your home or workplace. There are different types of hardwood floors that
you can choose. The quality of the wood is one of the determining aspects in terms of longevity and price.

Types of Hardwood Floors
Know the two most common types of hardwood floors that you can consider choosing for your home:
1.

Solid hardwood

Solid hardwood floor is the best option because it is pure wood and gives you the maximum benefits. These can be of
any color depending on the time of wood you choose. The sturdier your option is the longer your flooring last. Make
sure you invest in the right wood type and take suggestions before spending.
2.

Engineered hardwood

Engineered hardwood is comprised of several layers of wood, combined together. These are well susceptible to
moisture and prevent damage. They are also comparatively cheaper than solid hardwood.
Hardwood flooring comes in different colors because there are so many barks to choose from! Isn’t it amazing that you
don’t just get brown or woody tones to choose from? Cherry, ash, hickory, maple, pine, birch, are some of the many
options to choose from.
All of these have different color tones and give your interiors a unique appearance. The prices of the wood differ
according to the abundance of trees and end quality you’d get. You must turn to the best hardwood contractor to offer
support and quality service.
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